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Abstract
The use of workflow technology promises efficiency gains through the auto-
mation of manual routing, coordination and work distribution tasks. During
the execution of workflows, state-changes of the workflow engine are
recorded in a log file or database, the so-called audit trail. Combined with
business object data, the audit trail provides exact and timely information
about the operational behavior of an enterprise. In this paper we discuss the
design on data warehouse applications that take advantage of workflow
technology as an information source. We outline evaluation opportunities
generated by the use of audit trail data and point out potential pitfalls with
regard to data consistency and integrity.

1 Introduction
The use of workflow management systems improves the efficiency of busi-
ness processes through the automated coordination of the data and resources
needed for the execution of the single activities. Workflow management sys-
tems rely on a formal representation of the process logic that is designed as a
workflow model during the development phase of a workflow application
(also called build-time). During the execution phase of the workflow appli-
cation (also called run-time), the workflow engine derives workflow
instances from the generic workflow model and notifies workflow partici-
pants about pending activities through their work-lists (see e. g. [14]). 

Workflow management systems have found widespread acceptance since
the advent of this technology in the late 1980s. The Association for Informa-
tion and Image Management (AIIM) estimates the worldwide revenue for
workflow technologies to grow from $4.3bn in 2000 to $8.3bn in 2003 at a
compound annual growth rate of 31% [6]. Especially in conjunction with
document management technology, workflow systems are perceived as the
enablers of office productivity gains through the elimination of manual rout-
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r Workflow Development Projects
This paper aims at providing a framework for the design of data ware-
house applications that are specifically targeted at the integration of work-
flow audit trail data. In the following section we develop a taxonomy of
different analysis purposes for workflow audit trail data. We distinguish
between workflow monitoring and controlling, and show, how both concepts
relate to the workflow life cycle. In section 3 we focus on the design issues
for a process information system based on workflow audit trail data. Follow-
ing a phases model that spans data extraction, transformation, evaluation and
presentation, we point out benefits and potential problems associated with
the use of audit trail data for data warehouse applications. In section 4 we
show the benefits of workflow-driven process information systems using a
case study from an insurance company. A discussion of  related work is
given in section 5. The final section of this paper provides a brief summary
and outlook.

2 A Taxonomy for Workflow Monitoring and Controlling

2.1 Monitoring and Controlling in the Workflow Life Cycle
Companies face the need to quickly adapt to changing market conditions and
customer wishes. Having a transparent overview about ongoing and histori-
cal business processes gives companies the flexibility to adjust the treatment
of individual cases as well as the opportunity to make structural changes to
business processes. Workflow management systems separate application
logic from business process logic, enabling users to modify the business pro-
cesses based on intelligence gathered from the use of a workflow applica-
tion.

The life cycle of a workflow application has been described by several
authors as a closed loop (see e. g. [7]), starting with the definition of the
business process to be implemented (1), followed by the transformation of
the process model into a workflow model (2). The enactment of the work-
flow model (run-time) makes up the third phase of the life-cycle (3), whereas
the ex-post analysis of executed workflows in the sense of process control-
ling (4) generates information that is fed back into the process design phase
Other workflow cycles, such as the one described by HEILMANN (see. e. g.
[9]), contain different phases, but they all depict the development, deploy-
ment and analysis of a workflow application as a closed loop.

In practice, the closed loop assumption does not reflect the development and
deployment of workflow applications as it actually happens. This is due to
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Figure 1: Procedure Model fo
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 current workflow instances, which is per-
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 workflow instances is mainly conducted by
se two analysis purposes promise significant
them in detail in the following sections.

Evaluation Focus

Technical Business-oriented
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tion of workflow 
instances, manual re-
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activities)

• workflow monitoring 
(e. g. tracking of the 

individual process 
state)
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• system monitoring 
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base connections, 
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• license monitoring 
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applications)
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capacity restrictions)
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• workflow debugging
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• audit purposes (e. g. 
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complaint)

Multiple Instances Multiple Instances

• license management 

(e. g. utilized invoked 
applications)

• workflow controlling 

(e. g. activity based 
costing, resource uti-
lization etc.)

• workflow planning 
(e. g. development of 
new processes and 

procedures)

low audit data evaluation
2.2 A Taxonomy for Workflow Analysis
The analysis of workflow data can be based on either short-term or long-

term observation of the audit trail. This differentiation is typically used to
distinguish between workflow monitoring (discussed in section 2.3), which
describes the analysis of active workflows, and workflow controlling (dis-
cussed in section 2.4), which deals with the ex-post analysis of (potentially
finished) workflow instances. While short- and long-term observation pro-
vide a suitable differentiation for the data to be analyzed, the purpose of the
analysis can serve as another point of differentiation. With regard to this,
technical and business-oriented analysis goals can be distinguished. 

From the end user point of view, another separation can be made between
the analysis of data for the purposes of an individual user as opposed to the
purposes of an organization (for reasons of clarity, this view has been
ommitted from the table). These different perspectives determine both the
relevant objects for the analysis (activities, resources, data, applications), as
well as their cumulation (e. g. the evaluation of single workflow instances as
opposed to the evaluation of an aggregate of multiple workflow instances).

Table 1 shows a taxonomy for the analysis of workflow protocol data.
For reasons of clarity, the table contains different evaluation opportunities
for single workflow instances in contrast to aggregate workflow instances.

The analysis of workflow audit trail data for technical purposes is per-
formed mainly by system administrators and workflow designers, that are
debugging workflow models that are not executed correctly (since some
workflow management systems use relaxed formalisms for their modeling
languages in order to accommodate less formal business process modeling
techniques, the resulting processes may contain potential deadlocks or simi-
lar problems). Another purpose could be the monitoring of system loads and
response times in order to determine the proper scale of the underlying hard-
and software-components (mostly in terms of databases). In order to identify
workflow instances that are “stuck” on the worklist of an absent user (and
the respective activity does not have a “timeout” attribute), the system
administrator may query the audit trail for activities that are assigned to
absent users. But not only human users take advantage of the logged work-
flow history. In case of a system failure many workflow systems use the
audit trail file to recover the system state to the last committed transaction,
much like a database system uses a transaction log file (for a discussion of

dabase-related transaction proc
ogy see e. g. [2]).

The business-oriented anal
divided into the monitoring of
formed by workflow users and p
whereas the controlling of past
enterprise controllers. Since the
business value, we will discuss 

Data Scope Current Data (live)

Historic Data (ex-post)

Table 1: Taxonomy for workf
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s companies maintain a consistent level of
 with high workloads.

 transparency is illustrated by an example of
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the business state model can only contain the
an the process state model, since it is derived
sively. If context data such as the values of
2.3 Process Monitoring
Process monitoring deals with the analysis and overview of process

instances at run-time. Using monitoring information, workflow administra-
tors and process managers can adjust the behavior of current workflow
instances and react to problems that arise during process enactment. Further-
more, process monitoring is used to improve the responsiveness of an orga-
nizations to customer inquiries. When the current state of a process instance
can be determined easily, questions such as “Who is handling the customer
order 4711?” can be answered in an efficient manner. For the individual
workflow participant, monitoring provides the ability to identify those col-
leagues that worked on a particular case earlier, in case of open issues that
need to be resolved. Figure 2 shows the monitoring of an online order while
it is being processed by the vendor.

Process monitoring beyond single process instances can be used to pre-
dict staffing requirements. If the average processing times of activities allow

for a forecasting of open proces
active process instances as wel
allow the short-term prediction
ability of workflow managemen
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Figure 2: Monitoring of an E-Commerce Order



at have been accepted by a user but that have
.

the ex-post analysis of workflow audit trail
instances are aggregated according to differ-
mes. Workflow controlling is useful for the
ents in workflow enactment and the review

mplementations. In order to identify devia-
 audit trail data is often compared to target
 business process models. The goal of work-
provement of future process enactment, thus
 than the results of workflow monitoring.

g Facility
certain process relevant variables is taken into account, the coarse states of
the business state model may be refined into sub-states.

Besides the organizational process monitoring, workflow management
systems typically provide facilities for technical monitoring, which deals
with parameters such as response times, system load and the like. With
regard to technical monitoring workflow management systems do not differ
from complex application systems that are managed through commercial
packages such as Tivoli [25] or Candle [4]. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of
the technical monitoring facility of a commercial workflow management
system. Besides the current numbers of active users, processes and activities
the system also displays the number of pending processes and activities (i. e.

those processes and activities th
not been completely processed)

2.4 Process Controlling
Process controlling deals with 
data. Here the single workflow 
ent evaluation dimensions sche
detection of long-term developm
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tions in process execution, the
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Figure 3: Process State and Business State
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rocessing tools exist that support the control-
ation of information stored in a data ware-
ion of workflow audit trail data into the
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his task is non-trivial and we discuss the
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 Data Into A Data Warehouse Schema
ation and loading phase of data warehouse

nverted into a format that fits the data ware-
e format of the existing audit trail logs, that
t file structures, an appropriate import mech-
sing a transformation algorithm, the propri-
s converted into the data base schema of the
 trail data is machine-generated, the removal
 of little importance during this step.

 by the workflow management system has to
 suited for the analytical purposes of the data
 different workflow management systems

n schema for all workflow audit trail formats
The WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT COALITION

trail format, that could be used as a common
flow vendors (WfMC Interface 5 specifica-
, most workflow vendors have defined a pro-
ata. Out of 20 vendors claiming conformance
xpressed interest in supporting the Interface

ually implemented the standard. It should be
Whereas the target audience for workflow monitoring data is administra-
tive IT personnel on the one hand (for technical information) and workflow
participants on the other hand (for organizational information), workflow
controlling data is mainly used for enterprise controlling purposes. Analyzed
autonomously, audit trail data provides information about the temporal
aspects of process execution as well as information about resource utiliza-
tion on the process and activity level. However, information about the busi-
ness context of a particular process in most cases cannot be answered by
looking at audit trail data alone. This is due to the fact that most workflow
management systems do not store data that is processed in the applications
invoked during workflow enactment. The WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT COA-
LITION has published a definition of three classes of data associated with
workflow systems [30].

• Application data is data beyond the control sphere of the workflow
management system. It is managed and stored by the applications
invoked during the enactment of workflows, e. g. a letter to a customer
that is managed by the word processing system.

• Workflow-relevant data is managed by applications and has an impact
on the control flow of the current process. Typically this type of data is
queried at decision nodes during the process, when the workflow man-
agement system has to decide which of several alternative paths to fol-
low. Workflow-relevant data can also be used to increase the flexibility
of staff assignment rules (e. g. “IF claim.value()<50,000 THEN per-
former.role() = accountant ELSE performer.role() = manager”). This type
of data is read (but not updated) by the workflow management system,
but only few systems store this information in their audit trail records.

• Workflow-internal data is managed by the workflow management sys-
tem itself and contains information about the current process instance,
e. g. the ID of the process starter or the name of the performer of the last
activity. This information is used to realize run-time specific semantics
in the process flow, such as the assignment of an activity to the manager
of the process starter. This is the kind of information found in most audit
trail formats.

Many commercial workflow management systems adhere to the WfMC
separation of application data, workflow-relevant data and workflow-inter-
nal data. Some systems allow the workflow designer to specify complex data
structures and provide facilities for explicit data flow and transformation
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ate changes) during workflow enactment are
ecording of the audit trail information, most
lyze the data at a higher level of integration.
tivity level require the integration of several
tem supports multiple state changes between
ctivity or a process instance, the number of

y is not predefined. Integrating these entries
operations on large data volumes. For the
ata warehouse this implies, that during the
loading phase, summarized datasets have to
rocesses, to ease subsequent evaluations.

bject Data
.4, most audit trail formats do not contain a
has been processed in the workflow instance.
ons in a business context almost always
 to be linked to some business object infor-
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ious research prototype PISA (cf. [32]), we
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t-oriented workflow management systems
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ept, most stand-alone workflow systems are
rent applications without an additional wrap-
noted, that currently no official conformance testing facility for the WfMC
standard exists, so even the two implementation have not been evaluated by
an independent organization yet.

Figure 5 shows a section of the WfMC Interface 5 data format. Each
audit trail entry consists of a CWAD (Common Workflow Audit Data) prefix
and suffix. While the prefix is defined by the WfMC, the suffix can be used
for vendor-specific extensions. Depending on the type of event that occurred
in the system, a different set of attributes is recorded in the body of the log
entry. The example shown in the figure depicts an audit trail entry for the
creation or start of a process or subprocess. Accordingly, e. g. the termina-
tion of an activity would result in a different set of data recorded in the body
of the log entry. For the transformation of audit trail records into a common
data warehouse schema, this results in the filtering of excess data and the
replacement of missing values, that are not recorded for certain event types.
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rtunity to model and change processes with
ystem is significantly easier than the adjust-
ss logic in application systems. Therefore,
g workflow applications will adjust these to
onment. The change of the process structure,
 activity with another results in a change of
rocess enactment. If an analysis is to be per-
 of process instances, in many cases only
vant, whose execution path is identical, i. e.
ces is identical at the type level. Therefore, it
e data warehouse information, that for every
rlying workflow model variant is recorded. 

kflow audit trail data, different evaluation
s evaluation methods can be executed on the
aluation requirements of the data warehouse
 [8], some basic evaluation perspectives can

c format, workflow audit trail data supports
tive as well as from a resource perspective.

spective focuses on information that can be
 temporal and logical information associated
ns recorded in the audit trail. Without any

s derived from the activity identifiers as well
orded in the audit trail.

trail contains the following timestamps:

cess

 when the activity becomes ready for execu-

e when the activity was activated by a work-
y selection from the participant’s work list)
• Business data is subject to side-effects. The notion of application data
was introduced by the WfMC to make sure, that mission critical data
was not locked from use while being used by a (potentially long-run-
ning) workflow instance. Reverting this view, application data can be
manipulated by applications outside of the workflow context at any
time. If audit trail data is transferred through a batch procedure once a
day, intermediate changes to the business data are invisible to the data
warehouse. To avoid this problem, business data would need to be trans-
ferred to the data warehouse as soon as the workflow instance treating
this business object is finished. For performance reasons, this will only
be feasible in few cases. 

• Synchronicity is not always desired. From a controlling point of view, it
is possible that the most recent version of a business object is of more
value than the version that was current at the time of workflow enact-
ment. When, for example, a query is issued “Show all order fulfilment
processes from Q1/2000 for customers residing in the U.K.” the result
set may or may not reflect the customers domicile during process enact-
ment. The correctness of the result set depends very much on the objec-
tive of the person analyzing the data. If the purpose of the query was the
identification of buying patterns for a direct marketing campaign, subse-
quent relocations of customers should be included. If, however, the goal
of the query is the identification of demographic profiles of specific
geographic regions, the customer addresses as of the time when the pro-
cesses were executed is relevant. This example shows, that the purpose
of the data recipient determines the synchronicity requirements for audit
trail and business data during the import phase.

• Recording audit trails creates potentially large amounts of data. LEY-
MANN and ROLLER have pointed out the risk of growing audit trails [14].
They estimate the typical number of log entries per activity to be 5 (or 1
KB for a fully featured audit trail entry). For 10,000 processes with 10
activities per day this creates an audit trail of 500 MB every day, not
including the associated business object information. Numbers like
these are not unusual. The average number of pages received in the mail
room of the insurance company described in section 4 is on average
29,000 per day, resulting in 8,900 different cases that are instantiated
every day.
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a workflow management s
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over time, enterprises usin
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e. g. the replacement of an
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those instances will be rele
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Activity
Level

Analysis

Segment
Level

Analysis

Process
Level

Analysis
• completion time (the time when the activity was marked as com-
pleted either by the system or the participant in case of a manual
activity)

• Completion time of the process

Using these timestamps and the differences between them the following
information can be derived easily:

• Cycle time of the process (the time elapsed between the instantiation or
starting time and the completion of the process)

• Net processing time (the sum of the time elapsed between the activation
and completion of each activity of the process)

• Idle time (the time elapsed between the creation time and activation
time of each activity).

• Frequency of process occurrences (which processes were executed in
which frequency at a certain hour/day/week/month etc.)

Figure 6 shows different analysis scopes, namely at the activity, segment
and process level. The resulting analyses can be performed at the instance
level (for the analysis of the behavior of single activities and processes) as
well as at an aggregated level (for the analysis of the behavior of activities
and processes over time or the computation of average values). 

A frequency analysis can provide information about the likelihood of the
execution of certain activities and/or process paths. This information is of
purely statistical value, if no connection can be made to the business objects
that were treated in the different process instances (i. e. the reason, why a
process instance was executed in a certain fashion). This does not mean,
however, that these results are not meaningful at all. For example, probabili-
ties about the execution of certain process paths could be inserted into the
workflow model for simulation purposes, enabling the process designer to
experiment with different workloads or staff assignments before actual
changes are made to the organization. 

In combination with the semantics of the process and the business
objects involved, the results of a frequency analysis can be used to identify
potential weaknesses or bottlenecks along the process. For example, if the
variance of the cycle time for an order fulfilment process is particularly
large, the analysis of the business objects associated with extremely fast (or

slow) processes may yield som
homogeneous behavior.
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Most workflow managemen

former ID in the audit trail. In 
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Figure 6: Analysis at the activ
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ted Data Warehouse
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right of the data warehouse diagram indicate
and use of the process-oriented data ware-
surveillance. Therefore, a sensible measure during the initial setup of a
workflow management system is the creation of a formal charter that con-
tains the level of detail for the audit trail as well as the evaluation purposes,
this data is collected for.

Combining temporal information about process performance with infor-
mation about the resources involved provides opportunities to create mean-
ingful financial indicators. If the cost factor for the utilization of a resource is
known, the (personnel) cost for the execution of a process instance an be
computed by multiplying the processing times of the activity instances with
the cost factor of the workflow participants. This simplified approach does
not take into account work that is performed outside the scope of the work-
flow management system, e. g. answering to a customer call while another
customer order is being processed inside the workflow system. However, for
organizations that use workflow systems for administrative processes (where
personnel cost account for the majority of process cost), the use of workflow
audit trail data can lead to a better accountability of overhead cost.

Another evaluation using the resource perspective is the analysis of
resource utilization at the activity or process level. This analysis answers
questions such as “How many different participants were involved in an
ordering process?” or “How many work items typically reside in the work
list of an accounting clerk on average?”

In [32] we have discussed the application of SASSONE’S hedonic wage
model to workflow audit trail data. By classifying workflow participants into
groups such as executives, experts and administrative staff, and by assigning
categories to workflow activities that reflect these groups (for example exec-
utive tasks, administrative tasks, expert work), the analysis of audit trail data
provides information about the accuracy of work assignments. Using the
hedonic wage model, the financial effects of organizational restructuring on
process performance can be visualized.

3.3.3 Adding Perspectives through Business Objects
The combination of audit trail data with semantic information about the
business objects allows for a multitude of evaluations. Depending on the
process semantics as well as the information available about the business
objects, numerous evaluation dimensions can be derived.

An example for an analysis originating at the business object perspective
is the analysis of processing times grouped by the vendor of the process
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house. During the operation of the process-oriented data warehouse, a con-
tinuous feed of audit trail data will be integrated (either continuously or via
batch procedures), evaluated and presented to the user. The design process
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kind of business problem or decision needs to be addressed by the user?) the
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Figure 7: Design of a Process-oriented Data Warehouse
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higher, since many customers could be con-
on request, before it was put into effect using
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ction processing system jeopardized the link
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rform a certain activity was tied to the trans-

hen a transaction was changed the process-
ctivity changed, but this change was not

rkflow Data Integration
 shortcomings, the concept for a workflow-
gned, that should be used as a data feed for
9 shows the structure of the target scenario.
ture controlling infrastructure is a data ware-
 repository for all operational data the needs
 audit trail is transferred into the data ware-
rt filters. On the one hand, the process and
 for the process perspective evaluations. On
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e perspective evaluations. In order to provide
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 relationship between the workflow partici-
counting structure of the enterprise. Since
 only record a technical ID of the performers
cesses was transferred manually from Excel sheets into the proprietary
ABC-system. Transactions from the operational insurance application sys-
tem were assigned to activities according to a transformation schema devel-
oped during the BPR project. Since the number of transactions were
recorded in the legacy system, the log files were used to compute the actual
number of activities performed in a certain period. Using the estimated pro-
cessing times per activity, the required personnel capacity per period was
computed using a custom Excel application. This data was combined with
the activity structure and the internal accounting information, which was col-
lected in a data warehouse application and manually transferred into the
ABC-system.

Besides the fact that the whole evaluation process was time-consuming
and error-prone, due to many media-breaks and manual transfers, the results
of the ABC-system did not reflect the actual operations at the insurance
company. For example, only those processes appeared in the ABC-system,
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Figure 8: Controlling Data Flow (As-Is)
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es for the realization of the proposed infra-
 project plan.

h projects that aim at combining data ware-
 management systems. The existing sources

ries: Those who apply workflow concepts to
 those who describe the analysis of workflow

epts to Data Warehouse Design
ology for the design of data warehouses aim
 data warehouse. A notable exception is the
 at designing a generic data warehouse for
]. Since the retrieval and transformation of
arehouse is a frequent process, whose steps

andidate for workflow automation.

 the modeling of the data warehouse refresh-
. They use an event-driven approach to work-
s parts of the refreshment process either after
ter a certain condition in the data warehouse
y distinguish between Client-driven refresh-
es an update to the data warehouse structure,
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low and data warehouse concepts and identi-
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it Trail Data
use concepts to workflow technology can be
first group of publications in this area deals
essary for the logging of the audit trail data
 papers describes the reverse engineering of
trail data [1]. Finally, a number papers can be
who executed activities, this table is required to allocate cost factors to the
workflow participants.

The realization of the process-oriented data warehouse will enable the
insurance company to evaluate its operational business processes in a timely
fashion and with a much higher level of accuracy than currently possible. It
should be noted, that the existence of a workflow infrastructure is the major
precondition for the realization of such an information system. At the com-
pany in question, a project was initiated to lay the foundation for a future
data warehouse by selecting and implementing a combined document man-
agement and workflow infrastructure. Even though the financial benefits of
an improved process controlling infrastructure are hard to determine, the
financial savings from the introduction of the document management and
workflow infrastructure were sufficient to provide a return on investment
just three years after the deployment of the new system. The ability to per-
form detailed process analyses is perceived as an added benefit of the new

infrastructure and work packag
structure have been added to the
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Figure 9: Controlling Data Flow (To-Be)
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 submitted to the Coalition, but so far no
ge the interface from a data format specifica-
. 

isting WfMC standard with regard to a pro-
n to generate the process perspective of a bal-
k aims at the development of a closed-loop
ormation as an input and delivers advice to
ts of the workflows analyzed could be opti-

workflow based controlling can be found in
verview of the analysis of historical process
n of workflow history data as workflow met-
s described are statistical evaluations as well
 cases and overdue tasks.

ethodology for the identification of process
s of work practices [24]. Even though their
R”, it does not require the use of a workflow
e basic idea of determining the knowledge

kflow audit trail data can be perceived as a
ght. For example, the experience of a work-
uted taking the number of times into account

ed a certain activity type. When this infor-
kflow management system, new staff alloca-
nted, such as “assign this activity to the most

esign of a controlling tool called WorkFlow
nctional prototype was implemented on the
n audit trail data from the workflow manage-
mens Nixdorf and to-be data from the busi-
RIS and Bonapart, the prototype provides
methods. However, the combination of the
usiness data was not realized using this

he controlling of workflow-based processes
anufacturing domain. In his example, the
cess, which he enhances with cost informa-
identified, that focus on the ex-post analysis of workflow audit trail data with
methods known from enterprise controlling ([5],[22],[19],[28],[32],[33]).

5.2.1 Technical Facilities for Audit Trail Generation
KOKSAL et al.discuss the management of audit trail data in the distributed
workflow management system Mariflow [11]. The paper focuses on techni-
cal issues regarding the storage of audit data and economic queries on dis-
tributed data sources, but the authors do not address the business value of the
history data.

An approach for the tracking of history information in a distributed
workflow management system is presented by MUTH et al. [18]. Within the
prototype Mentor-lite, data about current and past workflow instances are
kept in a temporal database that can be queried either at runtime or for ex-
post analyses. 

5.2.2 Reverse Engineering Using Audit Trail Data
AGRAWAL et al. use data mining techniques to create workflow models from
audit trail data [1]. The purpose of their project is to use data from the ad-hoc
execution of processes, to subsequently identify common rules and proce-
dures and to create workflow models using a bottom-up approach. The
authors have tested their approach against artificial data sets and audit trail
data from a live workflow installation. However, the practical use of the
methodology presented requires the existence of a flexible workflow tool,
that records processes while they are being created on the fly. Despite the
obvious demand for such a tool, the current workflow market is lacking
products with this kind of execution flexibility.

5.2.3 Workflow-based Controlling in the Literature
Whereas the controlling of processes using workflow audit trail data has
been analyzed in the German literature to some extent (for example
[5],[22],[28]), there are relatively few English sources dealing with this topic
(for example [19],[32],[33]).

The WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT COALITION Interface 5 specifies the ele-
mentary information a workflow management system should record the exe-
cution of workflow instances [29]. The existing standard provides a data
format for the audit trail data as well as guidelines, which events should be
recorded. However, the evaluation of this information is not addressed in the
WfMC standard. After the publication of the current standard document, a

proposal for an API has been
progress has been made to chan
tion to a functional specification
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cess into the center of attention. Workflow-
us entirely on information contained in the
ntitative analysis of the event-driven history

orkflow-based controlling approaches to
at is not stored in the traditional audit trail.
 evaluations is widened to include qualitative
ion of business processes through their asso-

or a more detailed segmentation of the analy-

Adapted from [12], pp. 425 ff.

kflow-based Controlling
tion as well as target work- and cycle-times. The presented prototype, which
is based on the workflow management system COI, is targeted specifically at
the process analyzed by the author. As a result, the system architecture is not
easily generalizeable.

A similar prototype is presented by WEISS in [28]. He developed a work-
flow-driven activity-based costing system for the commercial workflow
management system Staffware. The focus of this approach is the realization
of a single evaluation method, therefore, the resulting system is not designed
to be extended by additional evaluation methods.

The COPPA project (Computer-based Process Performance Measure-
ment) conducted at the University of Fribourg, Switzerland, deals with the
design of a performance measurement system ([12], [13]). Using a three
stage approach, the authors first surveyed the market and corporate practice
of performance measurement. During a second stage the architectural and
functional requirements of a performance measurement system were out-
lined, and during a third phase, a prototype of the performance measurement
system was implemented. In relation to workflow-based controlling, the
authors position process performance measurement at a higher level of
abstraction, that includes information about the strategic positioning of an
enterprise, whereas a workflow-based controlling system is mainly focused
on the analysis of operational data.

6 Summary and Outlook
Workflow-based controlling provides companies with the ability to accu-
rately measure the operational performance of business processes. Com-
bined with data warehouse technology and operational business data,
complex evaluations can be performed, that help enterprises to assess their
current situation more precisely than the sole use of traditional key perfor-
mance indicators. The increasing maturity of workflow and data warehouse
products provide an important precondition for the implementation of work-
flow-driven controlling systems.

It should be noted that workflow-based controlling does not replace other
controlling mechanisms of the enterprise, but enhances them significantly.
Figure 10 shows the positioning of workflow-based controlling in relation to
other controlling techniques. While strategic controlling instruments like the
Balanced Scorecard focus on qualitative aspects of the enterprise, and tradi-
tional controlling methods rely on financial information, few techniques

exist, that put the business pro
based controlling tools that foc
audit trail are limited to the qua
of process execution.

Our research enhances w
include business information th
This way, the scope of potential
information, and the differentiat
ciated business objects allows f

Figure 10: Positioning of Wor
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 A. M. and Quirchmayr, G., “The Process 
ehouse Approach for Business Process Man-
sis domain. Since this approach relies on the workflow-enabled business
processes of an enterprise, there will be a number of blind spots at the enter-
prise level (i. e. manual processes, managerial processes without workflow
support etc.). However, the development of enhanced workflow-based con-
trolling systems can serve as a data-feed to other controlling approaches, like
the Process Performance Measurement Systems discussed by KUENG in [12]
or the process perspective of the Balanced Scorecard.

We have discussed the technical and organizational aspects of building a
process-oriented data warehouse and used a case study to illustrate the prac-
tical relevance of this type of application. Nevertheless, many aspects of
workflow-based controlling systems require  further research. 

So far, existing papers focus on the realization of single evaluation meth-
ods, like activity-based costing [28]. An analysis, which existing evaluation
methods can be applied in the context of a workflow-based controlling sys-
tem based on the attributes recorded in workflow audit trail data would pro-
vide further insight about the coupling of audit trail data and business object
information. 

Also, the handling of changing process models variants over time resem-
bles the problem of schema evolution in databases. Further research in this
direction would help to open workflow-based controlling systems to incor-
porate audit trails from workflow management systems that support ad-hoc
processes.

In the context of the insurance project described in section 4, we are cur-
rently working on a prototypical implementation of the concepts presented
in this paper using a java-based workflow management system which will be
evaluated using operational data from the business processes of this com-
pany.
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